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About This Game

Sky Knights is an action-packed top-down online multiplayer dogfighting game. Enjoy thrilling head-to-head aerial combat in
4 vs 4 team fights and outmaneuver opponents with tricks and well-timed afterburner boosts. The goal of the team battles is to
take out the enemy bases. This must be done while fighting off the enemy players. You will also need to carefully manage your
ammo and fuel supply. Rearm and refuel by performing skillful landings in the home base. To be successful, your team must
perfect a balance between attack and defense; engage the enemy in combat while supporting your allies in the air as well as on

the ground.

Tactically choose the fighter jet to fit your play style and your team’s needs. There are nine different aircraft - ranging from the
F-16 to the A-10 Warthog - each offering their unique weaponry, stats, strengths and weaknesses. You can further customize
your pilot profile with one of eight avatars, and level up to unlock more than 15 aircraft upgrades, six permanent traits and

countless visual aircraft customizations.

Sky Knights is made by Hampus Bankler, an ex-military fighter jet mechanic and professional game developer. Before
combining his two passions into creating Sky Knights, he worked on games like Bionic Commando: Rearmed 2, Angry Birds 2

and was recently also involved in Project Wight.
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FEATURES

 Compete in fast-paced 4 vs 4 top-down online multiplayer dogfights

 Be part of a friendly and active Discord community, filled with aviation and gaming enthusiasts

 Fight in multifaceted objective-based team battles over three different maps. Take out the enemy bases while
combating other aircraft and ground forces

 Manage ammo and fuel and restock them after performing skillful landings in the home base

 Master different aircraft types with unique strengths and weaknesses - from the F-16 to the A-10 Warthog

 Skillfully use your full arsenal including machine guns, heat-seeking missiles, bombs and more

 Play against other players, or start a co-op match vs bots

 Level up and unlock over 15 aircraft upgrades and six permanent traits to tailor your aircraft and character to your
playstyle

 Unlock modifications for your aircraft to tweak their performance

 Personalize your pilot profile with eight different avatars and unlock countless visual aircraft customizations

 Discover plenty of tricks to get the upper hand in battles

 Fight your way up the global leaderboard, and try to become the best of the best every monthly season

 Twitch integration lets your viewers join the battle as ground forces

 Frequent content and polish updates

 Easy direct contact with the developer through Discord
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Title: Sky Knights
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Mudpike
Publisher:
Mudpike
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64-bit)

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual-Core 64-bit CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX10 Compatible GPU with 1 GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Cool. I love the graphic and charactor custumazation options. It reminds me so much of Princess Maker Series, but you could
add more cool options that Princess Maker Series did not have, like change the charactor's hair style or make up? Or give some
option to buy furnitures of the room, something like that.
. I hate Rise. Interesting concept, but its an abandoned project. No support for the several bugs.. Great game... Till you play it..
The puzzles solutions are not clever or creative if you have played games like MYST it is disappointing. for example, in one
case a door code is a rock formation in the backdrop, in another the solution needs you to decode a fake language which needs
you to have a pen and paper in front of you and can ten minutes to an hour to get to the relevant clue on the monolith. The time
depends less on skill and more where you start.
Some puzzles I solved by unlocking the clues or solutions with an asteroid mini game.
What wrecked the game for me was after I unlocked the solution for a couple of puzzles and had no idea how I was supposed to
have figured them out.
Get this only if you love puzzle games and don’t mind if one puzzle is a simple spot the thing, and the next needs an hour of
working with your notes.
. This was definitely not one of the best Artifex Mundi HOGs. I did enjoy playing it though, because I was bored. If you are also
bored as hell and played through all the other HOGs, this can help pass some hours. But, as there is no bonus adventure included
and you can get all the achievements in one go (all but one: I think "Moviegoer" is broken) I can only recommend waiting until
the game is part of some bundle. Even paying 40% less was still a bit too much.. this game is amazing has a great soundtrack and
is fast paced and needs to be mastered befor dominiating as barbra-ian!. No warning that this game does not work at all with
integrated graphics cards. This should be listed clearly. :( "Not officially supported" and "does not show textures, game crashes
immediately" are different.

Hoping this changes, until then - I cannot suggest purchasing it.. This does not work on a Mac system, great game thou.
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I recommend this game because I think for most people it does what it needs to do. There is one exception and it is for anyone
trying to use this for any sort of complex card design.

Keep in mind some of the reviews are outdated and things listed as missing or clunky have already been fixed. Since the
developers are active and updating this pretty often, I will pray this becomes one of those reviews. This might be helpful for the
potential buyer and to the devs looking for feedback so here are my only two critiques.

#1. The grid. The grid kills this app. It cages its overall potential in a mesh of frustration and leaves it to starve to death in the
basement. Dramatic, yes, but I'm mad because this program could be so much more with this one fix.

So far I've spent 30ish hours on one project. I'm used to tracking my time at work on various tasks so I would say a pretty good
estimate is 5-10 of those hours have been spent clutching my mouse and trying to move a box 1 pixel up, or down or left, etc.
The UI resists a movement that small so you really have to drop it 20 pixels down and then try to drag it up to that sweet spot
coordinate again. You must do this without any ability to zoom in and your card is something like 800x600 resolution. And then
you have to do this for each layer and for every other box. It's maddening.

The grid is the supposed solution to this, but as previously stated, it needs to be taken out behind the shed.

Currently, it's a grid-sizing system not unlike you would find in a dungeon mapping software - but so much more primitive.
Increasing the grid value size by .01 makes the grid say 2 pixels taller and wider. But then you reach a threshold and going from
3.71 to 3.72 changes the grid by 15 pixels. (The slide bar increases the values by huge numbers and so is worthless compared to
the actual value system they provide.) Due to this, you have no consistency in the grid AND it's lower limit is still way too big to
be able to have 1 setting per card template. I have been using a notepad with things like "upper R horz icon grid: 5.11. upper R
vert icon grid: 7.63. 2nd row horz image 4.5, vert 13." First I had to *find* these values which worked for each alignment, then
I had to get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off enough to write them down (scrapping the process
several times before getting there) and then I had to adjust all my layers accordingly.

Now if you're making flash cards for SAT prep, this won't affect you, but if you want to create something for a modern card
game more complex than Munchkin, you're going to hit a wall.

#2. {{Removed because it's in there I just didn't notice}}

Devs, I know you're listening and that you care, and that depending on how you built this, my requests may not be possible.
Even if they are, it won't be easy to do. It goes in the pipeline for specs and then dev and then qa and then back to dev and so on.
But please, I beg of you; if you do nothing else, upgrade the grid.

P.S. I critique because I care and I appreciate the product you are putting out and the effort and courage it took to undertake.
Thank you for giving us an outlet to express our own creativity.. It's a nice little game, but this should be like unlimited levels,
and more objectives as this is like 10 levels with some multi levels in it making it about +/- 20 in total. You will finish it in
about an hour. You have 4 difficulty levels but doen't change a lot to the game. If this was random like Rogue legacy, SPAZ,
Cargo commander i would respect it a lot, in this case i Can't recommend it. Its is way to small, to easy and way to short.

4/10. really good story.
I enjoyed every moment.. sorry but i can't recommend this game to anyone. i tried it 2 years ago (2012) and again now. the
game is extremely linear. the graphics leave something to be desired. the camera angles seem forced. the mouse/keyboard
controls are not good. please don't waste your time and money on this game.. I'm not a perfect explainer/Reviewer, but for me
I'll do my best for me a long time fan of the series)
This is good but not pretty perfect
IS REALLY RECOMMENDED FOR FANS OF THE SERIES

PROS
+The music is amazing & ok (Half are from the short movies & Anime including OST)
+The art style that is familiar to the series but amazing to see in the game from (
+Is like playing a huge episode or movie of the anime
+All the characters are great (My favorite is Jasminka, Akko, Amanda & Constanze)
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+references & kinda of gags from the anime & Short movies
+Exploring Luna Nova was a charm
+Pretty Entertaining, Cute, & fun Story that is familiar from the anime which makes A fan of the series proud but .... (I wish
this could be Season 3 ... maybe next time)

The Meh
= The Gameplay is ok, is like playing arcade beat 'em up but with RPG elements
= Hmmm ... I wish the overworld was big like exploring not only Luna Nova but the town that is outside from Luna Nova
=The map is confusing to navigate sometimes
=Some bugs I encountered not game breaking but you move on it would be fine.
=Getting to the "first" save point is kinda long but not bad (is just you need an item that can make the save point "Use able")
=I wish they added the Voice actors from the English dub (in my opinion)

The Cons
-I wish they're were more description of the Side Quests
-Some parts the game in my opinion are pretty dissapointing (the only 2 Cons I can think of thus far but haven't gotten far yet)

The Graphics mostly a 2.5D mix within a 3-D Engine (mostly Pre-Render & some Pre-Drawn) but looks Amazing in the Unity
Engine tho

My End

This game is average for the most part
Is not everyone's cup of tea

but I do recommended for fans of the series
From my experience in the game I considered it fun, so my rating will be

7.3/10 (kinda good but almost in the good side).. I never thought I'd say this for a review in a game like this with obvious "plot",
but all it is, is sick men blackmailing women and assaulting them the protagonist's friends (and she is clueless about this), and
the women being too stupid and agreeing to it, and surprise surprise, the women end up "enjoying" the assault... riiiiiight.

This is a "Harvey Weinstein H-RPG". Seriously, that's exactly what the plot is. None of the characters have any redeeming
qualities, even the protagonist. She's supposedly strong and helps the weak, but at the crucial times with her friends, she's a
clueless or selfish idiot. It's just a poorly designed game to give an excuse for disturbing H scenes.. FLEE. AWFUL!. Finally
seems to be stable after all these years. A great RTS with a great air strike system.. Amaing mod! but when are the other
factions going to be added in?? and one suggestion, you should add in the russian army (but them weaker for realism)

Main Battle Tanks!:
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Main Battle Tanks. Update 1.4.6 Viggen and unguided rockets polish:

Tweaks and fixes!. Season 17 is starting! Free Wings available!:
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New season! Free Wings!. Sky Knights released on Steam!:
It was with great excitement I just pressed the release button! Welcome to Sky Knights! Bring your best buddies and join the 4
vs 4 flying action today! See you in the skies, captain!

 

!. New AAA models:
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New AAA models. Ace medals and HUD color customization:

In-game options
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